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More than any other conflict, Chechnya epitomizes the old saying that "one

man's terrorist is another man's freedom fighter." Since the first Chechen war

began in 1994, the Russian government has portrayed the war as one against ban-

dits and Islamic fundamentalists. After the attacks of September 11, 2001, the

label changed-now Chechens are referred to simply as "terrorists." Western states

have for the most part thus far refrained from accepting the Russian position at

face value, seeing the conflict primarily as an ethnic war. While recognizing

Russia's territorial integrity, Western and Islamic states see the Chechen rebels as

more or less legitimate representatives of the Chechen people, considering that the

current Chechen president, Asian Maskhadov, was elected in elections deemed free

and fair by international observers in 1997. Moreover, the international commu-

nity has condemned the Russian military's massive human rights violations in the

prosecution of the war. That said, during the course of the second war, which

began in October 1999 and rages to this day, there has been an increasing concern

with regard to the radicalization of parts of the Chechen resistance movement and

its links to extremist Islamic groups in the Middle East.

The attacks of September 11 introduced a new paradigm into world politics,

and Chechnya has since been one of the regions most affected by the increased focus

on terrorism. Indeed, it did not take long after 9/11 for the Russian government to

draw comparisons between the terrorist attacks on the United States and the situa-

tion in Chechnya. Only hours after the collapse of the World Trade Center, Russian

state television broadcast a statement by President Vladimir Putin expressing
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solidarity with the American people. The very next caption showed Putin, several
months earlier, warning the world that it ought to cooperate with Moscow against

the common threat of "Islamic fundamentalism." This marked the launch of a strat-
egy aiming to capitalize on the tragic events in America by highlighting the alleged
parallels with the situation in Chechnya. "The Russian people understand the
American people better than anyone else, having experienced terrorism first-hand,"
President Putin declared the day after the attacks.'

The Kremlin's pragmatic stance turned out to be the harbinger of a diplo-
matic campaign targeted at Western countries and intended to shore up legitimacy,
if not support, for the Russian army's violent crackdown in Chechnya' Whereas

................................ c...................................... ............. E u ro p ean Co u n tries an d th e U n ited S tates
have kept a moderate but noticeable level of

How much truth is there criticism against Russia's massive human

in the Russian claim that rights violations in Chechnya, Russia has had

Chechnya is a war against limited success in convincing Western
observers that it is not fighting the entire

terrorism comparable Chechen people, but terrorists.'

to the U.S. actions in The first achievement in Russia's new

Afghanistan? diplomatic campaign came with the state-
ment of German Chancellor Gerhard

Schroeder during Putin's state visit to Berlin
on September 25, 2002: "Regarding Chechnya, there will be and must be a more
differentiated evaluation in world opinion. ' This remark was followed by U.S.
President George Bush's statement, in which he demanded that Chechen forces
sever links to terrorist organizations, including al-Qaeda.' On the whole, the
September 11 attacks have presented Russia an opportunity to reshape its rela-
tions with Europe and the U.S. who need Russian intelligence and cooperation
in Afghanistan and in the overall prosecution of the "War on Terror." A halt to
criticism on Chechnya has become the foremost price Russia has managed to
extract in return for its cooperation.

In this context, there are several questions regarding the Chechen war that
deserve further treatment. For instance, how much truth is there in the Russian
claim that Chechnya is a war against terrorism comparable to the U.S. actions in
Afghanistan? The answer to this question requires an analysis of the roots of the
Chechen conflict, the configuration of Chechen fighters, the Russian policies in
Chechnya, and the international context with regard to the War on Terrorism.

CHECHNYA: ORIGINS OF CONFLICT

During the early nineteenth century the Chechens were part of the peoples
of the North Caucasus that adamantly refused to accept Russia's occupation of
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the region. As the Circassian peoples to the west, Chechens and their neighbors
in Daghestan fought an unequal battle until the 186 0s to escape Russian rule.6

Under the legendary Daghestani chieftain Shamil, the areas today forming south-

ern Chechnya and Daghestan comprised an independent Islamic state, an
Imamate. Formed in 1824, it lasted until the Russian capture of Shamil in 1859.

Even after Chechnya's incorporation into the Russian empire, the area was
never entirely pacified. Whenever Russia was experiencing difficult times either

on the home front or abroad, Chechens staged rebellions of varying length and
strength, such as during the Russian civil war of the 1920s.

In 1944, during the Second World War, Stalin accused the Chechens (and
several other peoples) of collaborating with the invading German forces and

ordered their wholesale deportation to Kazakhstan. During the entire ordeal, an
estimated quarter of the Chechen nation died of cold, hunger, and epidemics
such as typhoid.7 Chechens were allowed to return to their homeland in 1957,

but the overall price was too heavy: the rate of population growth was set back an

entire generation.8

It is difficult to overstate the significance of the deportation in the collec-

tive memory of the Chechen people. Chechens see it as genocide, an attempt by
the Russians to physically exterminate the entire people.' Most leaders of the

Chechen independence movement of the 1990s were either born or grew up in
exile in Kazakhstan. The deportation convinced many Chechens that there was

no way for them to live securely under Russian rule and to a certain degree
explains the refusal of the Chechens to surrender in the current war.

After the collapse of the Soviet Union, most constituent republics declared

their independence, as did two autonomous republics within the Russian

Federation: Chechnya and Tatarstan.
Tatarstan, encircled by Russia proper, negoti-

ated with the Kremlin and in 1994 secured a The deportation convinced
wide autonomy. Chechen nationalist forces, many Chechens that there
on the other hand, were less compromising. was no way for them to live
General Dzhokhar Dudayev, who had seized
power from the former communist leader- securely under Russian rule.
ship in September 1991, was elected presi-
dent of Chechnya in October and declared its independence soon thereafter.'"

Russian President Boris Yeltsin made an abortive attempt to rein in Dudayev, but
the federal center had many other problems to tend to in the early 1990s, and it
was not until four years later that Yeltsin was ready to launch a military campaign

against the defiant Chechens. By 1994, Russia had strengthened as a state, and

Yeltsin had consolidated his power after physically silencing his parliamentary

opposition in October 1993." As a result of this confrontation, his government

became indebted to the military and security forces. Moreover, Chechnya's de facto
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independence and Dudayev's anti-Russian rhetoric were foiling Russian plans of

asserting control over the south Caucasus states of Azerbaijan and Georgia and par-

ticularly over the westward export of the Caspian Sea oil resources. The only exist-

ing pipeline carrying oil from Azerbaijan to world markets passed through Grozny,

Chechnya's capital, on its way to the Black Sea coast. With this in mind, Russia
feared that oil companies would be reluctant to send their oil through a republic led

by an erratic secessionist leader. Hence, for both internal and external reasons, the
Russian government looked to "solve" the problem of Chechnya. Personal enmity

between Dudayev and Yeltsin further made any serious negotiations futile.12

THE FIRST WAR

The Kremlin had hoped that the ragtag forces under Dudayev would dis-

integrate when the powerful Russian army rolled into the breakaway republic,

whereas, in fact, the Russian threat rallied erstwhile skeptics around Dudayev.

The worst shelling of
Grozny, counted by the

number of explosions per

day, surpassed the shelling

of Sarajevo in the early

1990s by a factor of at
least 50.

Aided by the dismal level of preparedness on

the part of Russian troops, Chechen forces
were able to resist the invasion. It took two

months of massive air and artillery bombing

for the federal army to capture Grozny-at

the cost of thousands of own casualties, over

20,000 civilian lives, a total destruction of

the city, and displacement of hundreds of
thousands of people.

In August 1996, Chechen forces man-

aged to stage a counter-offensive and retake
three major cities, including Grozny, in three

days of fighting. Despite the fact that Dudayev was assassinated by the Russian forces

earlier in April, the first Chechen war ended in a total humiliation for the Kremlin.
According to estimates, the first war resulted in roughly 50,000 deaths,"

and, in comparison, cost the Russian army much more than the Soviet Union's

war in Afghanistan. In 1984, the worst year of fighting in Afghanistan, almost

2,500 Soviet soldiers were killed. In Chechnya, Russian losses surpassed this
number within four months of the intervention. In another statistic, the worst

shelling of Grozny, counted by the number of explosions per day, surpassed the
shelling of Sarajevo in the early 1990s by a factor of at least 50.'" The destruction
of Grozny has since been widely compared to the battle of Stalingrad in the

Second World War.'5

The Khasavyurt peace accords, signed in August 1996 and complemented

by a formal peace treaty in May 1997, granted Chechnya defacto independence,

but deferred the issue of its status until December 31, 2001. In the meantime,
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Chechnya was given an opportunity to build what in practice amounted to an

independent state. That, however, was not to be. Russia consistently prevented

Chechnya from seeking outside financial help, and while it committed funds to

the reconstruction of the war-ravaged republic, $100 million disappeared before

they even reached Chechnya. In a celebrated
statement, President Yeltsin publicly admit-
ted that "only the devil" knew where the
money had gone.6

Chechnya was also awash with young,
unemployed war veterans with arsenals of
weapons and loyal to individual field com-
manders rather than to the central Chechen
government. With the economic depression
deepening, Maskhadov's authority gradually
diminished, and the government became
unable to uphold law and order. Various

As the invasion failed to
"liberate" Daghestan, it

achieved the exact opposite,

serving as an invitation for

thousands of Russian troops

to gather near the Chechen

border.

criminal groups engaged in smuggling and kidnapping. Most alarmingly, warlords

Shamil Basayev and the Jordanian-born Khattab began planning for the unification
of Chechnya with the neighboring republic of Daghestan. As Maskhadov was either
unwilling or unable to rein in these warlords, perhaps fearing a Chechen civil war,
Basayev and Khattab recruited hundreds of Daghestanis and other north

Caucasians, including Chechens, into what they termed an Islamic Brigade based in
southeastern Chechnya.

THE SECOND WAR

The immediate roots of the present war date back to mid-1999. The
Kremlin had later claimed that the decision to re-invade Chechnya came in

response to Basayev and Khattab's strike into Daghestan in August. Puzzlingly,
Russian military sources had informed U.S. officials of the Kremlin's planned
action in Chechnya back in April.17 Further questions can be asked as to how
Khattab and Basayev thought to conquer Daghestan with a relatively small force

of no more than 2,000 fighters. They may have possessed intelligence that
Daghestan was ready for a full-scale rebellion against Russia. This assumption,
reportedly based on information fabricated by the Russian secret services in order
to lure the Chechens into another deadly ordeal, proved incorrect.18 As the two

warlords came to realize, Daghestanis generally sided with the Russian govern-
ment, interpreting the events as the onslaught of militants belonging to an alien
and radical brand of Islam.

As the invasion failed to "liberate" Daghestan, it achieved the exact oppo-

site, serving as an invitation for thousands of Russian troops to gather near the
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Chechen border. In another interesting coincidence, the invasion also resulted in
the sacking of Russian Prime Minister Sergei Stepashin and his replacement by

the rather unknown head of the FSB
Vladimir Putin. Soon after Putin's appoint-

Putin seems to have learned ment, Russia was shaken by a series of apart-

from his predecessor's ment bombings in Moscow and Volgodonsk

c" a a restricted and the deaths of several hundred people.
As the Russian government and media read-

the media's access to the ily blamed the explosions on "Chechen ter-

conflict. rorists," and anti-Chechen sentiment
reached a high in Russia, the stage was set
for a renewed conflict.

Riding on a high tide of popular support, Putin quickly sealed off Chechnya's
borders with the rest of Russia and launched a military campaign, rapidly conquer-
ing the northern third of the republic. By summer 2001, the second war had sur-
passed the first one in terms of its duration, the number of both military and civilian
casualties, and indeed the human rights violations committed against the civilian
population.

HUMANITARIAN CATASTROPHE

The humanitarian situation in Chechnya today defies description. As
Russian and international human rights organizations have documented, Russian
forces have amplified the use of concentration camps, such as the infamous
Chernokozovo camp outside Grozny." Moreover, there are documented instances
of Russian forces using vacuum bombs against Chechen villages, as well as more
conventional violations of the laws of war.2

1

While the Russian leadership has for over a year claimed that the war is
over and Chechnya is returning to normalcy, reality is far more gruesome. The
shooting down of several Russian military helicopters in the fall of 2002 serves as
one of many indications that the war is far from over. And the so-called "mop-
ping up" operations, zachistki, executed by the Russian military and special forces
as they move into particular villages with the pretext of searching for Chechen
fighters, continue unabated as well. In the words of Human Rights Watch (HRW),

[Mopping up operations] are routinely the occasion for abuse, particularly
arbitrary detention and subsequent torture, ill-treatment, and "disappear-
ances." Soldiers also killed numerous civilians, both during and beyond the
context of sweep operations, in indiscriminate shootings. Masked soldiers
conducted numerous nightly raids, detaining men who subsequently "dis-
appeared." 2'
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According to reports issued by human rights groups, as well as eyewitness

accounts by French journalist Anne Nivat in her book Chienne de Guerre and

Russian reporter Anna Politkovskaya in her book A Dirty War, Russian forces

indiscriminately and arbitrarily select males aged 14 to 60, whom they either

beat, torture, kill, rape, sequester without formal accusations.22 If a Chechen male

is taken into custody, he often "disappears," or is "killed while trying to escape."

The more lucky ones are released upon the payment of large ransoms by relatives

to Russian commanding officers.2"
In spite of a substantial and growing body of evidence of human rights vio-

lations, investigations and prosecutions number only a few, and so far not a single

perpetrator has been convicted. As of April 2001, 72 percent of investigations

into disappearances of civilians had been suspended. No one has been held

accountable for 130 civilian deaths perpetrated by the Russian military in the vil-
lages of Alkhan-Yurt, Saropromyslovski, and Aldy between December 1999 and

February 2001. Neither have the Russian authorities investigated a mass grave

discovered in February 2001 less than a mile from a main Russian military base
in Dachny, Chechnya. To the contrary, Russian authorities have tried to prevent,

delay, or harm the investigation. As Amnesty International reports,

Investigations into allegations of extrajudicial execution, torture, ill-treat-

ment, and looting or destruction of private property are infrequent, inade-

quate and rarely lead to prosecutions. Despite compelling evidence from

the.victim or witnesses as to the identity of the individual perpetrator or the

unit responsible, these investigations are often closed, due to the authori-

ties apparent "inability" to locate the perpetrator. Russian authorities regu-

larly use amnesty provisions to exculpate members of Russian forces

accused of less serious cases of assault against civilians. 24

So far, only one high-profile case has led to the arrest and trial of a Russian

officer, Colonel Yuri Budanov, who is accused of having raped and brutally mur-

dered a young Chechen woman. In spite of Budanov admitting to abducting the
woman, taking her to his office, killing her in anger, and ordering her to be

buried in the woods, the murder charge against him was dropped in June 2002,

with part of the explanation being that Budanov was a decorated military officer.

Psychiatrists of the Serbsky Institute of Psychiatry in Moscow had declared him
"temporarily insane" at the time of the murder, hence arguing that he could not

be held responsible for his actions. 2 5 The Russian Constitutional Court has since

overturned the lower court's ruling and ordered a re-trial, but so far this particu-

lar example serves as another proof that even in high-profile cases with over-

whelming evidence the Russian judiciary fails to uphold justice with regard to

crimes committed against Chechen civilians.
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO WARS

While the level of destruction and suffering brought onto Chechnya in the
present war is comparable to the first conflict, they are different. On the federal
side, Vladimir Putin seems to have learned from his predecessor's "mistakes" and
has restricted the media's access to the conflict, and so far it has served Putin's

........... ................................. . ....... ...... .......... .................. p o litical p u rp o ses w ell: w h ereas p u b lic ity
over Russia's military losses in the first war

Arguably, it is an eventually turned public opinion around,

accomplishment of the support for the second war has remained

Russian secret services that high despite the army's heavier losses.
With respect to the Chechen side, two

have successfully split the major differences must be noted. Firstly,

Chechen resistance, whereas in the first war the Chechen forces
were united under a single command, in the
present war they remain dispersed under the

influence of field commanders that seldom coordinate their efforts and are often at
odds with each other. Arguably, it is an accomplishment of the Russian secret ser-
vices that have successfully split the Chechen resistance. Discord in their ranks may
also be one of the major reasons why a counter-offensive, similar to the one in
August 1996, has yet to occur.

Perhaps even more importantly, the very nature of the Chechen resistance
has changed to a large degree. The first war was wrapped in an almost exclusively
nationalist rhetoric. Very little mentioning was made of Islam, though Islamic
faith undoubtedly played a major role in the struggle against Russian rule. In the
second war, however, the Chechen resistance has acquired a much stronger
Islamic character. The use of Islamic vocabulary such as fihad (Holy War) and
mujahideen (resistance fighters) has increased manifold, as has the active support
for the Chechen cause by radical Islamic groups in the Middle East.2" In many
ways, this change is natural: the suffering of the first war caused an increase in
religiosity both among civilians and fighters; moreover, since the use of Western
conceptual arguments of human rights, democracy, and self-determination
brought .no support from the West, Islamic rhetoric remains the only option
available to Chechen rebels to attract the desperately needed foreign assistance.

Finally, the second war has had larger regional implications. Russia has
specifically used the conflict to blame the neighboring Georgia for sheltering
Chechen "terrorists" in the Pankisi gorge in the mountains of northern
Georgia, bordering Chechnya. Russian pressure on Georgia, involving cuts of
energy supplies and the imposition of a discriminatory visa regime, has grown
to such an extent that it now threatens Georgia's internal stability and develop-
ment.27 Russia has also threatened Georgia with military action, but has failed
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to provide evidence that Chechen fighters are indeed entering Chechnya from

the Georgian territory.

Overall, the increased religious rather than ethnic rhetoric poses a larger

threat for Russia, as it runs the risk of inciting anti-Russian and pan-Islamic sen-

timents in other republics of the North Caucasus. Whereas in 1994-1996 a few
north Caucasians fought alongside the Chechens, numerous young men from the

neighboring republics of Daghestan, Karachai-Cherkessia, and Kabardino-

Balkaria have now joined the war.28

AN ANTI-TERRORIST OPERATION?

In view of the preceding, though incomplete, summary of the conflict, can

the war in Chechnya be considered an anti-terrorist operation? Moscow argues

that its military response was necessitated by Chechnya developing into a breed-
ing ground for terrorism, as evidenced by the September 1999 apartment bomb-

ings in Moscow and Volgodonsk and the attack on Daghestan. In the aftermath

of 9/11, government officials on both sides

of the Atlantic have highlighted the link Analysts have been led
between Chechen groups and Middle
Eastern extremists, directly implicating the to believe Basayev and
Chechens in several terrorist acts. In the Khattab were fooled by
most daring of them, in October 2002, a the FSB disinformation
group of about 50 Chechen fighters, led by

a radical Islamist commander, assaulted a campaign.
Moscow theater, taking over 700 people

hostage. Significantly, half of the hostage-takers, who demanded an end to the
war, were young Chechen women who had strapped explosives around their

bodies. After a long siege, the Russian special forces broke into the theater using
a lethal gas that killed over 120 hostages and some hostage-takers. The remain-

ing rebels were shot point-blank.
In another alleged terrorist strike, on December 27, 2002, a truck packed

with explosives passed all security barriers and rammed into the government

building in Grozny, destroying the center of Russian power in the republic and

killing 46 people.2"
Both of these incidents have fueled the Russian claims and in March 2003

moved the United States to add three Chechen groups to the State Department

list of terrorist organizations. And there is no doubt that the hostage taking in

Moscow constitutes a terrorist act. However, the course of events in mid-1999 is

confusing and often contradictory, as are some elements of the hostage taking.
The illogical character of Khattab and Basayev's attack on Daghestan in

August 1999 has given birth to a variety of speculations. There being no plausi-
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ble explanation as to how these experienced fighters expected to conquer
Daghestan with their small force, analysts have been led to believe they were
fooled by the FSB disinformation campaign into believing they would provide
the spark for a rebellion in Daghestan.-"' Other observers have gone as far as to
allege that Basayev himself is on the Russian military intelligence's payroll."
While this theory is counterfactual given that Basayev's forces are most heavily
involved in the military struggle against the Russian army, war reporters with

experience covering the conflict have said that the safest place in Chechnya is next
to Basayev: for whatever reason, be it his shady connections or his military genius,
Russian rockets never hit anywhere near his positions. 12

The apartment bombings provide another mystery of 1999. In justifying his
decision to invade Chechnya, Putin had cited not only the events in Daghestan,
but also the apartment bombings. According to the Russian version of the story,
explosions were orchestrated by the Chechens. Yet, this allegation lacks credibility.

Russian officials have insisted that the bombs that exploded in the resi-
dential buildings in Moscow and Volgodonsk were planted by Chechens in order
to terrorize the Russian population. Yet, only days after the blasts in Moscow, a
peculiar incident in the city of Ryazan, 60 miles south of the capital, forced the
Russian public to scrutinize the official story. Residents in yet another apartment
building noted a suspicious vehicle with tampered tags parked outside their
building and called the police. Police officers arriving on the scene searched the
building and discovered suspicious bags with what appeared to be sugar in the
basement. When a bomb squad performed a standard chemical test, the content

If the Ryazan event was

not a drill, it represents a

plan by the FSB to blow

up a civilian apartment
building in a Russian city.

Naturally, this statement raised

observers, the story simply did not

of the bags tested positive for Hexagen, the
same explosive that had caused the blasts in
Moscow and Volgodonsk. The police imme-
diately arrested three persons on the site,
and all three flashed FSB identity cards.

Within hours the FSB had taken con-
trol of the investigation, and 48 hours later
government officials announced that the
event in Ryazan had simply been a drill to
test the alertness of Russian citizens.-
further questions. To most independent
make sense. If it was a drill, why was a live

bomb with a detonator and a timer placed inside the building? Why was such a
drill instigated at all, considering that no similar exercise had ever been reported
in Russia previously?

The alternative explanation advanced by numerous analysts, including
independent publication Novaya Gazeta, is indeed sinister. If the Ryazan event was
not a drill, it represents a plan by the FSB to blow up a civilian apartment build-
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ing in a Russian city. And if the FSB is responsible for attempting to blow up a
building in Ryazan, it is logical to assume it may also be responsible for the deto-
nated bombs in Moscow and Volgodonsk. This allegation is further strengthened
by the puzzling fact that within hours of the blasts, the authorities brought con-
struction machines to clean up the rubble, thereby destroying all evidence that
could possibly have helped in the investigation."

Lacking any evidence, the authorities have not been able to prove the
Chechen link to the blasts. In 2001, they indicted 26 people-all ethnic Russians
and Cherkess. Curiously, this and many other discrepancies have done little to force
the Kremlin to reconsider its course of action. In fact, the official response seems to
have followed a compelling logic. The blasts
in Moscow and Volgodonsk incited popular
anti-Chechen sentiments, and the public
opinion strongly supported the war. President
Yeltsin unexpectedly resigned on New Year's
Eve 2000, leaving power to representatives of
the secret services, personified by Vladimir
Putin, who then built his presidential cam-
paign on the promise to crush the Chechens.

The truth behind the events of
September 1999 may never be known, but
considerable circumstantial evidence sug-

Activities of the Russian

forces and Chechen
separatist groups are deeply
intertwined, as both sides

are involved in smuggling

of and trade in arms,

drugs, bodies, and persons.

gests that the Russian secret services themselves planted the bombs to create a
wave of public outrage against the Chechens. In comparison, the hostage taking
of October 2002 represents a clearer case of Chechen rebels using terrorist tactics
to gain attention to their struggle. Yet, even here there are cracks in the marble.

First, the leader of the Chechen terrorist group, Movsar Barayev, had
allegedly disappeared from Chechnya two months prior to the attack on the the-
ater. 5 According to Russian military intelligence, the GRU, he had been arrested
by the Russian authorities. Furthermore, the mothers of two female terrorists told
French journalist Anne Nivat that their daughters had been arrested in late
September and taken to an unknown location." Neither Barayev nor the two
women had been seen after their detention in Chechnya until they appeared
almost magically in the Moscow theater. Related to this, it is puzzling how a fully
armed group of 50 Chechens could travel all the way to the Russian capital in
vehicles loaded with explosives, eluding numerous checkpoints along the road.
Finally, not a single explosive was detonated by the supposedly suicidal terrorists
during the siege by the Russian special forces. In fact, it seems that they simply
sat back watching the theater fill with smoke.

These puzzles and the fact that the Russian special forces did not detain a
single hostage taker for questioning, but shot even those who had already been
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incapacitated by the deadly gas, have given rise to many rumors, the most obvi-
ous one being that the Russians had staged the attack in order to discredit the
cause of Chechen separatism. This theory is doubtful, given the loss of prestige
this would imply for Russia and for President Putin personally. That having been
said, Moscow is yet to clarify many details of the hostage-taking ordeal.

The confusion surrounding the invasion of Daghestan, the bombings in
Moscow and Volgodonsk, and the Moscow hostage taking suggests that the situa-
tion in Chechnya cannot be drawn in black and white. Activities of the Russian

...........I....................... ........... ............ forces and C hechen separatist groups are
deeply intertwined, as both sides are involved

The radicals have added in smuggling of and trade in arms, drugs,
an international dimension bodies, and persons. Both sides are frag-

to the Chechen conflict, mented: on the Russian side, the military, the
Interior Ministry, and the FSB all maintain

a dimension that damages presence in Chechnya; on the Chechen side,

the Chechen cause. power and authority are dispersed along a

............ ............ whole continuum of different groupings that
range from the secular nationalist forces

under President Maskhadov to more criminal and/or extremist religious groups.
Typically, one Chechen group would fight, say, the FSB and the military but enjoy
"business" relations with the Interior Ministry troops (MVD); another would fight
the military and the MVD but deal with the FSB units.3 7

None of this, of course, denies the fact that some of the Chechen groups
have resorted to terrorist tactics and may have links to the global "Jihadi" move-
ment. Indeed, the Chechen groups that have espoused the Wahhabi form of Islam
have attracted significant support from Islamic charities and underground organi-
zations in the Middle East?8 This link was personified by Amir al-Khattab,39 who
led the invasion of Daghestan in 1999. A Saudi Arabian veteran of the Afghan war
against the Soviet Union, as well as the civil war in Tajikistan, flamboyant Khattab,
with his long hair, high-profile strikes, and skillful use of the media, can be termed
a kind of Che Guevara of the Islamic Jihad. Khattab and his forces had staged
some of the most daring and suicidal raids against Russian units before he was
finally poisoned under mysterious circumstances in May 2002.4"

It is often said that Khattab was connected with Osama Bin Laden.4' While
such links are possible, the only proven ones date back to their common struggle
against the Soviet Union in Afghanistan, when the CIA itself sponsored the
Islamic Jihad. Ultimately, whether or not Khattab and his successor, the more
reclusive Abu al Walid, another Saudi who joined the war in Chechnya via
Afghanistan and Bosnia-Hercegovina, 2 have had links to al-Qaeda is of little
importance. What is important, however, is that similarly to the insurgency in
Kashmir in the 1990s, the radicals have added an international dimension to the
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Chechen conflict, a dimension that clashes with the traditional norms of
Chechen society, damages the Chechen cause, and complicates attempts to find
political solution to the conflict.

Chechen society is among the most conservative Islamic societies in the
former Soviet Union, but Chechnya's brand of Islam is widely divergent from the
austere Salafi kind espoused by the radical groups, including the Wahhabis. Salafi
beliefs are strictly monotheist. They reject the veneration of "saints" or holy men,
as well as any local customs that are not derived from their interpretation of
Islam. In Chechnya, however, Islam has traditionally been of the Sufi variety,
based on a more esoteric, spiritual, and tolerant interpretation of the tenets of
Islam. Chechens have long managed to merge their pre-Islamic social customs, or
Adat, with Islamic identity, often giving precedence to Adat over Islamic Sharia
in cases when the two conflicted. Moreover, the underground Naqshbandiya and
Qadiriya Sufi orders, or brotherhoods, serve as cornerstones of Chechen Islam.
They had sustained much of the resistance to Czarist Russia and kept Chechen
society together during deportation. Chechen Islam gives importance to the ven-
eration of saints and hence deeply contradicts the Orthodox Salafi beliefs that
Wahhabi groups are trying to impose on
Wahhabi groups are widely despised by
ordinary Chechens4

Thanks to the financial resources
provided by Islamic charities from the Gulf
region, the Wahhabi groups that operate in
Chechnya enjoy access to sophisticated
weaponry and supplies and have been able
to gain influence at the expense of original
centers of Chechen resistance-the secular
and nationalist forces led by Maskhadov
and his allies. The Wahhabis have the sup-
port of a small minority of the Chechen
population and even form a relatively
minor part of the Chechen fighters. They

Chechen society. As a result, the

Chechens have long

managed to merge their

pre-Islamic social customs,
or Adat, with Islamic

identity, often giving

precedence to Adat over
Islamic Sharia in cases

when the two conflicted.

are the ones typically embarking on high-profile suicidal operations against the
Russian military. At the same time, the very use of such tactics ultimately dam-
ages the Chechen cause, part of which is gradually being hijacked by the radi-
cals who are playing into Russia's hands: the Chechen struggle for
self-determination is being increasingly depicted as an Islamic terrorist assault
against Russia and Europe. It is this myth that fuels Moscow's insistence on
crushing the Chechen rebellion by force.
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ENDING THE WAR TO END TERRORISM

This argument does not hold up to closer scrutiny. The extremist-terrorist

dimension of the conflict in Chechnya is a distinctively alien phenomenon

grafted upon the Chechen struggle. It is a result of the war, and not, as Moscow

argues, its cause. Foreign Islamic radicals gained ground in Chechnya in the

midst of anarchy that followed the republic's total destruction in the first war.

Even during the chaotic period of defacto Chechen independence in 1996-1999,

the radicals were isolated to a small area in southeastern Chechnya. And in 1999,

President Maskhadov warned Moscow of their possible intentions and asked the

Kremlin for help to combating them. He, of course, received no response."

Moscow had opted to isolate and blackmail Maskhadov, linking the cause of

Chechen independence to radical Islam. In fact, however, it is the continuation

of the war that makes it possible for foreign radical groups to thrive in Chechnya.

And however minor their following may be at present, it is clearly on the rise.

This process, which can be termed as "Afghanization" of Chechnya, threat-

ens to destroy the very fabric of Chechen society. Most civil wars shake the coun-

try and endanger lives of citizens during wartime. Yet, that does not necessarily

preclude the society from a successful recovery once hostilities cease. The eco-

nomic and psychological effects of the war may be tremendous, but a basic econ-

omy, education, health care, and social

norms of behavior remain. In other words,

Moscow had opted to isolate the social capital of society remains in place.

and blackmail Maskhadov, Some conflicts, however, destroy the

linking the cause of very foundations of society. Afghanistan is a
prominent example. Twenty-three years of

Chechen independence war directly affected its entire population.

to radical Islam. Out of roughly 20 million people who

resided in Afghanistan before the fighting

began, an approximate 1.5-2 million were

killed; a similar number was wounded or maimed; 6 million have become

refugees in other countries, and several million have been forced into internal dis-

placement. Beyond this staggering human toll, Afghanistan's entire infrastructure

suffered. Systems of communication, from roads to telephones, were destroyed;

the health care and academic institutions were wiped out. Economic livelihood

had been further undermined by the presence of 10 million landmines, while the

rule of law gave in to anarchy and lawlessness of the "Kalashnikov culture."

The very emergence of the Taliban testified to the destruction of both tra-

ditional and modern social norms in Afghanistan. The tribal structures of author-

ity were undermined through the war; the traditionally tolerant Afghan society

was invaded by alien, extremist ideas that gained dominance and culminated with
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the Taliban-a group originating in Afghan refugee communities in Iran and
Pakistan. These were young men who had never known peace; they grew up in

war and knew nothing but war. Whatever we think of the Taliban's policies or
worldview, we cannot ignore the fact that their existence and way of thinking
were a direct product of the war that had devastated their families, their lives, and

put them in exile where they were taken

care of by extremist militias that inculcated

them with austere and violent-prone beliefs. The longer the war goes
The dire picture of Afghanistan on, the longer the Russian

painted above unfortunately applies to brutality continues, the
Chechnya in far too many ways. In terms of
the human toll of the war, a similar share of
Chechnya's population has been killed-per- radicals willfind among
haps over 100,000 people. 5  As in the Chechens.
Afghanistan, over half of the Chechen popu-

lation has been affected by death, injury, or

displacement. Likewise, the extreme brutality of the Russian military campaign in
Chechnya has destroyed the foundation of Chechen society. People are being killed,
maimed, abducted, tortured, and raped at will by the authorities that are supposed

to uphold law and order. The economy and infrastructure, including oil production,
have also been wiped out, exemplified by Grozny leveled to its very foundation. In

the countryside, agriculture is nonexistent; livestock has either died during the war

or been deliberately killed by Russian forces. A generation of Chechens is growing

up either in destroyed villages under the constant threat of zachistki, or in refugee
camps in Ingushetia. This generation, much like the Afghans in refugee camps out-

side Quetta or Peshawar, has no conceivable hope for a normal life in the future. As
Anna Politkovskaya puts it while retelling her encounter with one of the hostage

takers in Moscow in October 2002,

This is a certain generation of modern Chechens. Bakar is one of those who

has known nothing but a machinegun and the forest for the last decade,
and before that he'd only just finished school. And so, gradually, the forest

became the only life that is possible.46

The young generation of Chechens is already scarred beyond repair. Psychologists

have noted the difference between children who arrived in refugee camps in

Ingushetia at the beginning of the war in 1999 and those that came from

Chechnya during the war. They say that whereas "it was possible to protect the
first group from severe traumatic situations," the second group tends "to be with-

drawn, irritable, quick to take offence or aggressive."4 A recent study conducted
by the World Health Organization concluded that 86 percent of the Chechen

population studied suffered from physical or emotional distress, while 31 percent
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was diagnosed with post-traumatic stress syndrome. 8 Whether or not these fig-
ures are accurate, the psychological consequences of the war on Chechnya's adult

population, not to mention the children, are obvious. And among this generation
of Chechens, the percentage that will be attracted to radical Islamic beliefs will
almost certainly be considerably higher than among current fighters. The longer
the war goes on, the longer the Russian brutality continues, the more recruits the
Islamic radicals will find among the Chechens.

The Kremlin would argue that it must destroy the "terrorists" and restore
order precisely because Chechnya is becoming a hotbed of extremism. But for
over three years that Russia has been fighting this war, it is no closer to victory

than it was at the outset. And as long as Moscow does not win, it will continue
to lose. Chechens are able to resist Russian pressures, bomb the most secure
Russian strongholds in Grozny, and even stage terrorist acts in the Russian capi-
tal. As long as the war goes on, the spiral of violence will continue, and the
Chechen population will become increasingly radicalized. Around 20,000 chil-
dren are born in Chechnya every year. If only one in 20 is attracted to Islamic
extremism, the number could grow to a thousand of new militants a year.

CONCLUSION

The obvious conclusion of this analysis is that the war being fought in
Chechnya is not an anti-terrorist operation but a brutal assault against an entire
people. The indiscriminate bombings of Chechen villages, presence of non-con-
ventional weapons such as vacuum bombs, the systematic use of concentration
camps, and the brutality of zachistki all point to the genocidal nature of this war.
And as it continues, it generates anarchy and chaos, which in turn breed crimi-
nals. The war allows Islamic extremists alien to Chechnya to find a base there and
to gradually influence a generation of Chechens that is growing up with no hope
for a future. It is Russia's war in Chechnya-the so-called "anti-terrorist opera-
tion"-that creates this extremism and plants the seeds of terrorism.

Unfortunately, in the wake of 9/11, Russia has been able to capitalize on
the global anti-terrorist sentiment to minimize criticism and adverse conse-
quences of its campaign in Chechnya. There may still be time, however, for the
West to make good on its statements that its anti-terrorist campaign is not an
anti-Muslim crusade. m
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